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Earth Science – Chapter 8 – Practice Test 

Name __________KEY________________________  Date _________________________ 

1. a 

2. d 

3. b 

4. d 

5. b 

6. d 

7. b 

8. d 

9. b 

10. d 

11. c 

12. c 

13. c 

14. b 

15. c 

16. The surface of the young Earth was molten. As Earth cooled, its crust began to form. Earth’s early 

oceanic and continental crust was basalt. The melting and re-melting of basaltic crust eventually 

formed granites out of the recycled rock. The andesitic and granitic magmas that formed at 

subduction zones had a lower density than surrounding basaltic crustal rocks. This less dense 

material formed continental crust that, because of its buoyancy, was difficult to subduct under 

other plates. These parts of the crust were not recycled into the mantle and formed the continental 

shields. 

17. The magnetosphere shields Earth from the solar wind. Without this magnetic field, the constant 

stream of particles from the Sun would erode Earth’s atmosphere and it would be lost into space. 

18. Weathering and erosion are rock cycle processes. As Earth’s early crust formed, it was subjected 

to weathering and erosion. Minerals that weathered from the crust formed sediments that covered 

the early crust. As sediment covered slabs of crust were recycled into the mantle at subduction 

zones, the slabs partially melted and generated magmas with different mineral compositions. 

These magmas crystallized to form granitic continental crust. 
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19. Proto-cells are thought to be the earliest forms of life. They were made up of ribonucleic acid 

(RNA). A fatty acid membrane surrounded the RNA. They replicated and evolved. As they did, 

they led to a type of simple, single-celled bacteria.  

20. The banded iron formations are chemical sedimentary rocks. They formed as iron and silica 

began to react with oxygen dissolved in Earth’s ancient ocean. The oxidized iron and silica built 

up in layers on the ocean bottom. During subduction of oceanic crust, these rocks were welded to 

the continental margins and then later uplifted during continental collisions. 

21. Scientists have divided the history of Earth into time units based upon the fossils contained within 

rocks. Different species of organisms have appeared and disappeared over time. Fossils indicate 

when this happened. Extinct species do not reappear later. Scientists use the arrival and extinction 

of different fossils as markers. They are used to identify when certain time units begin and end. 

22. A fossil normally preserves only a portion of a deceased organism. Bones, teeth, shells, and other 

hard body parts are relatively easily preserved as fossils. However, they may become broken, 

worn, or even dissolved before they might be buried by sediment. The soft bodies of organisms are 

relatively difficult to preserve. Special conditions of burial are needed to preserve delicate 

organisms, such as jellyfish. Sometimes, such organisms fall into a muddy sea bottom in quiet 

water. There, they might be buried rapidly by more mud. Only in circumstances like these can 

such organisms be fossilized. For that reason, the fossil record of soft-bodied organisms is far less 

well known. Earth’s oldest living things did not have hard body parts and therefore there are few 

fossils of these organisms.  

23. Huge numbers of organisms have become fossilized over geologic time. Physical, chemical, and 

biological processes have been operating on Earth for billions of years. The fossil record shows 

that species have changed in response to these processes during the four-billion-year history of life 

on Earth. The geologic time scale indicates when various kinds of organisms are first seen in the 

fossil record as well as when organisms disappeared. Geologic time is defined by major 

evolutionary events in Earth’s history. 

24. The physical conditions at a given latitude are similar around the globe. The amount of energy 

from the Sun that is received at a given latitude is the same. The amount of sunlight received 

determines the amount of energy that is available to the plants that live there. The orbit and tilt of 

Earth influences the climate in a given region. It also influences the timing of the seasons. A 10° 

increase in Earth’s tilt would change the amount of energy from the Sun that is received at any 

given latitude, which in turn would change the climate of that latitude. Generally, animals in a 

biome can migrate from one region to another quite quickly in response to climate change. Plants 

migrate much more slowly than animals. Plants are not able to respond right away when the 
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climate conditions change to the point where they can no longer tolerate the conditions. All 

animals depend, directly or indirectly, on plants as their food source. If climate change is slow, 

biomes can respond without much disruption as they shift in position. If climate change is more 

rapid, there can be great changes in the makeup of the plant and animal communities in a given 

area. 

25. There is evidence in the fossil record of numerous mass extinctions. The most devastating was the 

Permian extinction, in which 96% of all species died out. Some mass extinctions may have been 

caused by catastrophic events such as meteorite impacts. Others may have been caused by 

environmental changes. The causes of these mass extinctions have been “normal” in the sense that 

they were periodic natural events that occurred in the evolution of the Earth system. 


